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The concentration of mineral solutes in mammalian blood is considerably higher than that predicted
by their solubility product. The plasma protein fetuin-A inhibits calcium phosphate deposition by
forming colloidal calciprotein particles �CPPs�. In this article the authors present a detailed small
angle neutron scattering study including contrast variation analysis providing detailed quantitative
information on the three-dimensional topology of the CPPs and on their morphogenesis. In detail the
authors found the following: �i� A two stage growth process showing spontaneously formed primary
particles with a size of about 500 Å diameter that subsequently transformed to 1000 Å sized
particles which were stable for at least 24 h. �ii� A particular shielding topology was observed for
the second CPP state, namely, that a densely packed fetuin-A monolayer covers a mineral core and
thereby prevents further crystal growth. �iii� Transmission electron microscopy analysis of in vitro
synthesized second state CPPs revealed striking similarities to material retrieved from a human
peritonitis patient. This latter finding underscores the importance of short- and long-term
stabilizations of CPPs by fetuin-A to enable clearing of mineral debris in the body. © 2007
American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.2714924�

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamics predict that many biological fluids in-
cluding blood should precipitate solid minerals because of
solute supersaturation. This is, however, not the case. There-
fore inhibitory principles are claimed to prevent the forma-
tion and buildup of insoluble minerals. Genetic studies using
knockout mice identified the serum protein fetuin-A/�2-HS
glycoprotein as an important inhibitor preventing pathologi-
cal mineralization in soft tissues and in the extracellular
fluid.1 Dialysis patients are prone to vascular and valvular
calcifications and have severely reduced fetuin-A serum lev-
els, likewise suggesting an important role of fetuin-A in the
prevention of pathological mineralization.2 A transmission
electron microscopy �TEM� and dynamic light scattering
�DLS� study identified calciprotein particles �CPPs�, i.e., col-
loidal nanoparticles of fetuin-A, calcium, and phosphate as
the entities solubilizing calcium phosphate mineral. Further-
more, the TEM analysis showed that CPPs are initially amor-
phous but subsequently transform in size and morphology
due to crystallization.3 A study measuring ionized calcium
during CPP transformation likewise reported a stepwise de-
crease in the calcium concentration providing further evi-
dence of a staged ripening of the mineral nuclei in the pres-
ence of fetuin-A.4

The stability and size of the CPP colloids have thus been
determined independently by us and others,3,4 but the mo-
lecular topology is still unknown. Here we present a detailed

small angle neutron scattering �SANS� study including con-
trast variation analysis to provide detailed quantitative infor-
mation on the three-dimensional topology of the CPPs and
on their morphogenesis. In detail we determined the follow-
ing: �i� a two step growth process showing rapid formation
of primary particles with a size of about 500 Å diameter that
subsequently transformed to 1000 Å sized particles which
were stable for at least 24 h. �ii� The morphology of the
second stage particles consisted of a mineral core covered by
a protein shell. �iii� The structure determined by SANS ex-
periments closely matched TEM images of CPPs isolated
from ascites fluid of a dialysis patient suffering from calci-
fying peritonitis.

II. METHODS

A. CPP synthesis

Bovine fetuin-A monomer was isolated from a commer-
cial preparation �Sigma� by size exclusion chromatography
using a Superdex 200 16/60 column �GE Healthcare�. All
SANS experiments described below were performed at final
concentrations of 2.5 mg/ml bovine fetuin-A, 10 mM CaCl2,
6 mM Na2HPO4, 140 mM NaCl, and 50 mM tris-HCl pH7.4
�obtained from Merck, Darmstadt and Roth, Karlsruhe, Ger-
many, all at analytical quality�.

B. Small angle neutron scattering

The SANS experiments were performed at the FRJ-2 re-
search reactor of the Research Center-Jülich �Germany�.5

Neutron lenses were installed in order to achieve a higher
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neutron flux. The SANS signal is expressed by the macro-
scopic cross-section d� /d� and is measured as a function of
the wave vector Q= �4� /�� sin�� /2� �� neutron wavelength
and � scattering angle�. For composite particles as protein-
mineral colloids d� /d� can be separated into partial scatter-
ing functions according to

d�

d�
�Q� = ��M − �W�2PM,M�Q� + ��P − �W�2PP,P�Q�

+ 2��M − �W���P − �W�PP,M�Q� . �1�

The subscripts M, W, and P refer to mineral, water, and
protein, respectively. The relative contribution of the indi-
vidual partial scattering functions, Pi,j, depends on the scat-
tering contrast ��i−�W�2, i.e., the square of the difference of
the coherent scattering length density of component i and the
solvent water �W�. The scattering length density of a mol-
ecule is defined by �=�cjbj /� �bj coherent scattering length,
cj concentration of atom j, and � the corresponding filled
volume�. Contrast variation takes advantage of the strongly
different coherent scattering lengths of hydrogen bH=
−3.742310−13 cm and deuterium bD=6.67410−13 cm.
By adjusting the scattering length density of the solvent ��W�
through D2O content, the scattering length density of a pro-
tein component ��P� or a mineral component ��M� can be
matched so that it no longer contributes to the scattering, i.e.,
�W=�i. In principle the self-terms could be obtained by ad-
justing �W=�P or �W=�M. However, Eq. �1� shows that this
is not possible for the cross term. Distinct scattering length
densities ��P and �M� are required to study the two CPP
components protein and mineral separately. These scattering
length densities were determined unambiguously showing
their matching point at 40.4% �protein� and 73% �mineral�
D2O content, respectively. The scattering length densities of
all components given in Table I slightly change with the
concentration of D2O due to the hydrogen content of the
mineral as well as the H/D exchange on the surface of the
protein.6

The partial scattering functions are expressed as P�Q�
= ���2�−1I�Q�. Here the vectors I�Q�= �d� /d��Q�k and
P�Q�= �Pi,j�Q� represent the scattering intensities from an
experimental series and the partial scattering functions, re-
spectively, whereas the matrix ���2�= ���i−�k�� j−�k� rep-
resents the contrasts of protein and/or mineral with respect to
water. The type of matrix and the dimension of the vectors

depend on the number k of measured contrasts and the num-
ber of independent partial scattering functions i , j= �M ,P �i
and j could be either M or P�. The determination of the
“pseudo inverse” of the matrix ���2� is a basic mathematical
procedure, which was performed using the method of “sin-
gular value decomposition” as the matrix is usually not of a
quadratic nature.7 In order to determine P�Q�, a set of
samples with identical mineral ion and fetuin-A content but
varying H2O/D2O ratios was measured using SANS. Our
calculations were based on an overdetermined set of equa-
tions, i.e., the number of measured contrasts is larger than the
number of independent partial scattering functions, in order
to improve the reliability of the extracted partial scattering
functions.

Relying on classical SANS theory, the self-terms were
further analyzed according to

P�Q� = P�0�exp�− u2/3� + p���erf�u�6��3/Q� , �2�

which combines the approximate laws at low �Guinier’s law�
and large Q �Porod’s law� with u= �RgQ� and Rg �radius of
gyration�.8 With regard to the data presented here, a �=4
represents compact particles with a sharp interface S, i.e.,
p4=2�nS.

C. Transmission electron microscopy

50 �l of CPP solution prepared in vitro or isolated from
patient ascites were dialyzed in mini Slide-A Lyzers �Pierce�
against distilled water �1:10 000� for 20 min at room tem-
perature. 5�l solution was applied onto copper-carbon grids
�Plano, Wetzlar, Germany�. After incubation for a few min-
utes, excess solution on the grid was removed. The samples
were examined in the TEM, JEOL JEM 2000 FX II and
Philips EM 400 T/ST, operated at 200 kV without staining.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fetuin-A is a unique protein inhibitor of calcification in
that it acts on the systemic level in all extracellular spaces.
Acidic serum proteins in general may also interfere with
spontaneous calcium phosphate precipitation when tested in
vitro. The most abundant serum protein, serum albumin, is
however, a relatively weak inhibitor of calcium phosphate
precipitation, i.e., at a concentration 100-fold higher than
fetuin-A, and only short term.9 This renders serum albumin

TABLE I. Physical properties of CPP components. Density and size of fetuin-A were assessed by ultracentrifu-
gation; the scattering length density � was obtained from SANS experiments. The � for HAP and OCP were
evaluated considering the corresponding mass densities taken from Ref. 11. � represents the D2O concentration
in solution.

Water Fetuin-A Hydroxyapatite OCP

Density �g/ml� 1 1.317 3.2 2.61
Molar weight ¯ 50 kDa 1.004 kg/mol 0.983 kg/mol

Chemical
formula

D2O���+H2O�1−�� ¯ Ca10�PO4�6�OH�2 Ca8H2�PO4�6
5�H2O�

��1010 cm2� −0.561+6.951� 1.46+1.95� 4.26+0.4� 3.07+1.99�
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an ideal control protein for the study of calcium phosphate
precipitation inhibition by fetuin-A. We measured bovine se-
rum albumin �0.66 mg/ml� in scattering measurements at
5 mM CaCl2 and 2 mM Na2HPO4.

10 As already reported for
serum albumin inhibition of precipitation by radioactive pel-
let measurements3,9 we observed faster particle growth in the
presence of albumin than of fetuin-A. High mineral ion su-
persaturation �10 mM CaCl2 and 6 mM Na2HPO4� was re-
quired to obtain sufficient scattering intensity. At this mineral
supersaturation albumin even at concentrations up to
40 mg/ml never mediated any soluble particle formation be-
yond a few minutes precluding SANS experiments for a de-
tailed structural analysis. Hence we only report on SANS
data obtained with fetuin-A.

Physicochemical data on the characteristics of the indi-
vidual components are listed in Table I. Values were either
derived from analytical ultracentrifugation for fetuin-A or
were taken from textbook references for HAP and octacal-
cium phosphate �OCP�.11 Figure 1 shows a kinetic experi-
ment with time dependent extrapolated scattering at Q=0
and Rg

3; both parameters were derived from fits of Eq. �2�
depicted as solid lines in the inset of Fig. 1. Guinier’s as well
as Porod’s Q−4 regimes fit well within their respective Q
regimes, indicating compact particles. The mineralization
process was monitored for 21 h and intermediates were ana-
lyzed by SANS with 1 h data sampling periods for each data
point. The SANS measurements clearly indicated a two step
transformation of CPPs. The initial sample contained the
fetuin-A monomer with a Rg=30±1 Å, which is in agree-
ment with our previous light scattering measurements Rg

=32 Å.3 Particles of Rg=260 Å formed spontaneously upon
calcium and phosphate mixing. After about 5 h of incubation
a slow transition to a second stationary stage occurred which
was completed within another 5 h. The particles representing

the second stage showed an average radius of gyration of
Rg=490 Å and were stable for the remaining duration of
exploration �21 h�.

The second stage of fetuin-A induced mineral stabiliza-
tion most likely represented the final CPP state before sedi-
mentation occurred. This CPP structure was further explored
by SANS with contrast variation. The corresponding self-
terms of the mineral PM,M�Q� and the protein PP,P�Q�, as the
cross term of the protein-mineral PP,M�Q�, are shown in Fig.
2. These data were derived from measurements of six iden-
tical CPP samples with varying H2O/D2O ratios. In addition
we derived the water self-term PW,W�Q�, the mineral-water
PM,W�Q�, and protein-water PP,W�Q� cross terms as well.
PW,W�Q� was derived on the basis of Babinet’s principle for
incompressible systems, i.e., scattering from density fluctua-
tions is negligible, stating that the self-term of water is equal
to the coherent superposition of the scattering resulting from
protein and mineral according to PW,W=PM,M+PP,P

+2PP,M.7,12 Hence PW,W�Q� can be considered as scattering
from “voids” in water which are, in fact, comprised of CPP
and protein monomers.

From PW,W�Q� at low Q we calculated a radius of gyration
of Rg,CPP=615±32 Å for the entire CPP. Likewise we as-
sessed the size of the CPP’s mineral and protein phases
Rg,M=566±61 Å and Rg,P=685±49 Å from PM,M�Q� and
PP,P�Q�, respectively. The smaller radius of gyration for the
mineral phase, i.e., Rg,M�Rg,W, as well as the larger Rg,P

�Rg,W indicated the presence of a mineral core covered by a
fetuin-A layer. Assuming a compact protein layer, a radius of
gyration of Rg,P=765±84 Å was deduced from the measured

FIG. 1. Time dependency of the volume �-Δ-� and the volume multiplied by
the volume fraction �-�-� of the CPPs expressed as Rg

3 �-Δ-� and the ex-
trapolated cross section at Q=0, d� /d��0�, �-�-� vs mineralization time.
The plot of the CPP sample in 100% H2O revealed a two stage mineraliza-
tion process with plateaus at 0–5 and 11–20 h. The inset shows the corre-
sponding scattering patterns. These data were fitted according to Eq. �2�,
depicted by the solid lines. FIG. 2. Partial structure functions derived from d� /d� of six identical CPP

samples with varying H2O/D2O content. These data are not shown here.
The self-terms of water �W�, mineral �M�, and protein �P� are plotted in the
upper graph and the corresponding cross terms in the lower graph. The
positive cross-term PP,M suggested a protein covered mineral core.
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Rg,M and Rg,W, which is fully consistent with the values pre-
viously measured by TEM and DLS. Furthermore, a sharp
mineral interface was indicated by the PM,M�Q−4 Porod be-
havior. Please note that PWW suggested a 20% larger Rg for
the CPPs than d� /d� in Fig. 1. This variance resulted from
the lower scattering contrast of the fetuin-A layer compared
to the mineral core in H2O solution which is relevant for
d� /d� but not for PWW.

Further evidence supporting a model of a mineral core
covered by a fetuin-A layer was derived from the protein-
mineral cross-term PP,M. This cross term is related to the
self-terms according to �PW,W�Q�−PM,M�Q�−PP,P�Q�� /2. At
Q=0 the cross term is always positive according to
Pp,M�0�=nMVMVP which was obtained from entering the
self-terms Pi,i�0�=niVi

2 �ni number density and Vi volume�.
However, at Q larger than the inverse size of the mineral
particle the cross-term PP,M provides information on the rela-
tive spatial arrangement of protein and mineral within the
CPPs. In two alternative CPP models, namely, �i� a homoge-
neous distribution of proteins inside or �ii� a protein layer on
the outside of the mineral, the cross term should differ by a
negative contribution of the protein self-term. Thus, �i�
PP,M�−PP,P �for Rg�500 Å particles at about Q
�10−2 Å−1� would indicate that fetuin-A is enclosed within
the mineral phase, whereas �ii� PP,M�0 would indicate that
fetuin-A is attached to the surface of a mineral core. Figure 2
shows that the cross-term PP,M�Q� was positive only, in par-
ticular, above Q�10−2 Å−1, suggesting the structure of a
protein-free mineral core covered by a fetuin-A layer medi-
ating complex solvation in water. From the invariant Q2
=�Q2P�Q�dQ�2�2� and P�Q=0� we determined a protein
volume fraction of the CPPs between 20% and 25% corre-
sponding to 3% of the total fetuin-A present in the reaction
mixture.12 Calculations based on the fetuin-A volume frac-
tion and the radii within the CPP thus suggested a compact
monolayer.

The contrast variation experiments suggested that OCP
and not hydroxyapatite was the mineral polymorph in second
state CPPs. Entering the scattering length density of hy-
droxyapatite into the matrix calculations �Eq. �1�� would re-
sult in PP,M�Q��PM,M�Q�, implying a larger volume for the
attached proteins than the mineral, which clearly contradicts
the chemical composition. On the basis of an OCP poly-
morph, we assessed from the invariant Q2 a mineral volume
fraction of 210−4, suggesting that the mineral core com-
prised 60% of all mineral ions originally present in the pre-
cipitation mix. This value corroborated a biochemical study
estimating the residual ionic calcium concentration under
similar mineralization conditions.4

The morphology of the second state CPPs was also stud-
ied by TEM analyses. SANS and TEM ideally complement
each other as TEM visualizes individual particles whereas
SANS delivers averaged quantitative data of particles dis-
solved within a volume of the order 0.1 ml. Figure 3�a� de-
picts representative CPPs of the second state, revealing a
spheroid morphology with the two shorter and larger semi-
axes of roughly a=500 Å and b=1000 Å, respectively �v

=b /a�. According to Rg=a��2+v2� /5 we calculate a radius
of gyration of Rg=550 Å which is consistent with the SANS
data.12

Figure 3�b� shows a TEM image of a sample from a hu-
man patient with calcifying peritonitis. This side by side
comparison revealed striking similarities between the in vitro
synthesized second state CPPs and the patient sample. Both
samples contained elongated spheroidal structures of similar
size and crystallinity. This result suggested that long-term
stabilization of second state CPPs may be equally important
like short-term inhibition of spontaneous calcium phosphate
precipitation in the overall inhibition of pathological miner-
alization. The high density fetuin-A monolayer on the second
state CPP surface is intriguing in that it suggests a putative
CPP clearing mechanism. We hypothesize that the putative
CPP clearing mechanism relies on the cellular recognition of
clustered fetuin-A. This kind of molecular recognition by
phagocytic cell receptors would efficiently discriminate
against the excess monomeric fetuin-A in the extracellular
fluid, which would otherwise compete with CPP uptake.
Conversion of low affinity to high affinity recognition by
ligand clustering is, in fact, common in clearing of cellular
debris and particles, but has never been suggested for clear-
ing of mineralized debris.

In summary, we demonstrated that SANS ideally lends
itself to a study of protein-mineral interaction in biomineral-
ization research. This method does not denature biological
samples, it covers the relevant size range between 10 and
1000 Å and reveals both internal structure and composition.
The SANS analysis employed here revealed the dynamic
transformation of CPPs into a layered colloid comprising an
OCP core and a fetuin-A shell. Thus we provide experimen-
tal proof of a hitherto theoretical concept of a protein shield-
ing mechanism preventing pathological mineralization.4,13,14

In addition the core-shell structure suggests strongly reduced
diffusion of ions across the colloid mineral interface result-
ing in a reduced CPP growth and OCP to HAP transforma-
tion. The structure of CPPs prepared in vitro closely re-
sembled TEM pictures of CPP samples from a human patient
suffering from calcifying peritonitis, adding strong clinical

FIG. 3. TEM images of protein-calcium phosphate mineral colloids. �A� In
vitro sample of a CPP in the second state generated under the same condi-
tions of the SANS experiments �10 mM CaCl2, 6 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM
tris-HCl and 140 mM NaCl�. �B� Peritoneal dialysate of a dialysis patient
containing protein-calcium phosphate particles closely resembling the CPPs
generated in vitro and shown in �A�.
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relevance to our structural analysis. In conclusion, this de-
tailed description of CPP morphology may aid the rational
design of clinical assays of pathological mineralization risk
and of synthetic inhibitors alike.
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